High Speed and Area Efficient Discrete Hartley Transform using Urdhwa Multiplier
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ABSTRACT: A discrete Hartley transform (DHT) algorithm can be efficiently implemented on a highly modular and parallel architecture having a regular structure is consisting of multiplier and adder. Discrete Hartley Transform (DHT) is one of the transform used for converting data in time domain into frequency domain using only real values. We have proposed a new algorithm for calculating DHT of length $2^N$, where $N=3$ and $4$. We have implemented Urdhwa multiplier based on compressor as an improvement in place of simple multiplication used in conventional DHT. This paper gives a comparison between conventional DHT algorithm and proposed DHT algorithm in terms of delays and area.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Digital signal processing (DSP) includes processing of data in various domains based on their applications. DSP has vast applications in various fields such as space, medical, commercial, industrial and scientific. Each requires processing of vast data for collecting useful information. Transform is a technique used in DSP for converting one form of data in another. A family of transform is available in DSP for data processing. Fourier analysis one of the oldest technique used in this family. Fourier analysis is named after Jean baptiste joseph Fourier (1768-1830) a French mathematician and physicist. It was used for periodic continuous signals. Fourier series is a technique which decomposes a signal in time domain into a no. of sine and cosine waves in frequency domain. But it was not applicable for non-periodic signals Then came Fourier transform into existence which removes the drawback of Fourier series and thus can be used for non-periodic continuous signals. Fourier transform is a mathematical tool using integrals. But Fourier transform is not suitable for non-stationary signals. Since both transforms are not applicable for discrete signals, so there is a need for new transform for discrete signals. Discrete time Fourier transform (DTFT) is used for signals that extend from positive to negative infinity but are not periodic. DTFT is not used for periodic discrete signals so discrete Fourier transform (DFT) can into existence. DFT is a discrete numerical equivalent of FT using summation instead of integrals. DFT is used for signals that repeat themselves in periodic fashion extending from positive to negative infinity. FFT is improvement of DFT in which computation has becomes faster.

All the family members of Fourier till now works on complex values which requires large storage space and computationally complex in nature. So, now comes a new member of transform called Discrete Hartley transform (DHT) which converts real values into real values. Therefore, it needs lesser storage space and less computational complexity.

In this paper, DHT is computed using simple addition and multiplication is done by using Urdhwa multiplier uses different 4:2 and 7:2 compressors along with half adder, full adder, XOR Gate and XNOR Gate for complete multiplication process.
II. URDHWA MULTIPLIER

Multipliers are the blocks in DSP processors which requires large amount of storage and processing complexity. Vedic mathematics has well known an ancient method for mathematical operations which are easy to use Urdhwa triyambakam is a method used for multiplication calculations. It takes the advantage of vertical and crosswise calculations. In this technique multiplication of terms is obtained by using simple AND logical operations, full adders and half adders.

In this paper a 8 bit Urdhwa multiplier is used. For this purpose of addition, we have been used various designs of adders and compressors. Here, these adders and compressors are deployed in such a way so as to provide optimized design of multiplier in terms of delay. Four half adders, two full adders, five 7:2 compressor and ten 4:2 compressors has been used.

We have presented three designs for Urdhwa multiplier. These three designs vary in terms of 4:2 compressor designs. First design uses the simple 4:2 compressor which uses two full adders. Second design uses four XOR gates and two multiplexers (2×1). Third design of 4:2 compressors is two XOR-XNOR gates and four multiplexers (2×1). First design of 4:2 compressors is simplest one, but more delay. Next design has lesser delay as compared to the first design at the cost of higher complexity. But the last which is our proposed design has least amount of delay but has greatest complexity and occupies maximum space among all of them.

We have designed 7:2 compressor using different designs of 4:2 compressor thus we got three variations of 7:2 compressor.

- **4:2 Compressor**
  To add binary numbers with minimal carry propagation we use compressor adder instead of other adder. Compressor is a digital modern circuit which is used for high speed with minimum gates requires designing technique. This compressor becomes the essential tool for fast multiplication adding technique by keeping an eye on fast processor and lesser area.

![Figure 1: Block Diagram of 4:2 Compressors](image)

4:2 compressors are capable of adding 4 bits and one carry, in turn producing a 3 bit output. The 4-2 compressor has 4 inputs X₁, X₂, X₃ and X₄ and 2 outputs Sum and Carry along with a Carry-in (Cin) and a Carry-out (Cout) as shown in Figure 1. The input Cin is the output from the previous lower significant compressor.

The Cout is the output to the compressor in the next significant stage. The critical path is smaller in comparison with an equivalent circuit to add 5 bits using full adders and half adders. Similar to the 3-2 compressor the 4-2 compressor is governed by the basic equation the standard implementation of the 4-2 compressor is done using 2 Full Adder cells as shown in Figure 2(a). When the individual full Adders are broken into their constituent XOR blocks, it can be observed that the overall delay is equal to 4*XOR.
The standard implementation of the 4:2 compressor is done using 2 Full Adder cells as shown in Figure 2(a). When the individual full Adders are broken into their constituent XOR blocks, it can be observed that the overall delay is equal to 4*XOR. The block diagram in Figure 2(b) shows the existing architecture for the implementation of the 4:2 compressor with a delay of 3*XOR. The equations governing the outputs in the existing architecture are shown below.
Thus replacing some XOR blocks with multiplexer’s results in a significant improvement in delay. Also the MUX block at the SUM output gets the select bit before the inputs arrive and thus the transistors are already switched by the time they arrive. This minimizes the delay to a considerable extent. This is shown in Figure 2(c).

The equations governing the outputs in the proposed architecture are shown below

\[
\text{Sum} = (X_1 \oplus X_2).X_3 + (X_1 \oplus X_2).(X_3 \oplus X_1).C_{in}
\]

\[
C_{out} = (X_1 \oplus X_2).X_3 + (X_1 \oplus X_2).X_1
\]

All the designs have been captured by VHDL and the functionality is verified by RTL and gate level simulation shown in table 1. Designs are implemented on a Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGA using VHDL as the RTL language with the help of Xilinx ISE design suite 14.1.

**TABLE 1: Device utilization summary (Vertex-4) of 4:2 Compressors using full adder, 4:2 Compressor using XOR Gate and 4:2 Compressor using XOR-XNOR Gate**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>No. of Slices</th>
<th>No. of 4 input LUTs</th>
<th>MCPD (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:2 Compressor</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:2 Compressor using XOR gate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:2 Compressor using XOR-XNOR gate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**7:2 Compressor**

Similar to its 4:2 compressor counterpart, the 7:2 compressors as shown in Figure 3, is capable of adding 7 bits of input and 2 carry’s from the previous stages, at a time. In our implementation, we have designed a novel 7:2 compressor utilizing two 4:2 compressors, two full adders and one half adders. We have designed 7:2 compressor using different designs of 4:2 compressor thus we got three variations of 7:2 compressor.
III. DISCRETE HARTLEY TRANSFORM

Discrete Hartley Transform is abbreviated for DHT and this transform was proposed by R. V. L. Hartley in 1942. DHT is the analogous to Fast Fourier transform which provides the only real value at any cost. The main difference from the DFT is that it transforms the real inputs to real outputs with no intrinsic involvement of complex value. DFT can be used to compute the DHT, and vice versa.

Let \( N \geq 4 \) be a power of two. For any real input sequence \( \{x(i) : i = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, N - 1\} \)

\[
X(k) = DHT(N)\{x(i)\} = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} x(i).\text{cas}[2k\pi / N] \quad \text{for} \ k = 0, 1, \ldots, N - 1
\]

Where \( \text{cas}(x) = \cos(x) + \sin(x) \)

- **ALGORITHM FOR 16 POINT DHT**-

We present an implementation of fast DHT algorithm for a length N=1. There are six stages required to complete the butterfly design of N=16 length DHT. These stages include summing stages and coefficient multiplying stages. Before
first stage the data sequence are arranged in bit reversed pattern by using any method like permutation. Then in the first stage the pairs of bit reversed patterns are added to form eight terms. In the second stage, one third of the terms are again added and subtracted to form further three terms.

First two stages do not include any multiplication. Remaining terms are multiplied by the first coefficient. In the next stage again two new coefficients are introduced which is multiplied by the lower half of the third stage. In each stage multiplying of coefficients stage precedes its summing stage. After coefficient multiplication it is preceded by its summing stage to form the common terms used in the final stage. Last stage includes only summing of terms. Finally we get the transformed data sequence in order and do not need any permutation.

Mathematical calculation for N=16

\[
\begin{align*}
X(0) &= (x(0) + x(8)) + (x(4) + x(12)) + (x(2) + x(10)) + (x(6) + x(14)) + (x(1) + x(9)) + (x(5) + x(13)) + (x(3) + x(11)) + (x(7) + x(15)) \\
X(1) &= (x(0) + x(8)) + (x(4) - x(12)) + c_1(x(2) - x(10)) + (x(5) + x(13)) + c_3\{x(3) - x(11)\} + x(7) - x(15) \} + c_2\{x(3) - x(11)\} - (x(7) - x(15)) \\
X(2) &= (x(0) + x(8)) - \{x(4) + x(12)) + (x(6) + x(14)) + c_1\{x(1) + x(9)) - (x(5) + x(13))\} + x(2) + x(10) + (x(3) + x(11)) + (x(7) + x(15)) \\
X(3) &= (x(0) - x(8)) - (x(4) - x(12)) + c_1(x(6) - x(14)) + (x(5) + x(13)) + c_3\{x(3) + x(11)) + (x(7) - x(15))\} + c_2\{(x(3) - x(11)) - (x(7) - x(15))\}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 5: 16-point DHT Butterfly
\begin{align*}
X(4) &= (x(0) + x(8)) + (x(4) + x(12)) + (x(2) + x(10)) \\
&\quad + (x(6) + x(14)) + (x(1) + x(9)) + (x(5) + x(13)) - \\
&\quad \{(x(3) + x(11)) + (x(7) + x(15))\} \\
X(5) &= (x(0) + x(8)) + (x(4) - x(12)) + c_1(x(2) - x(10)) \\
&\quad + (x(5) + x(13)) + c_1\{(x(3) - x(11)) + (x(7) - x(15))\} - \\
&\quad c_2\{(x(5) - x(13)) - (x(1) - x(9))\} \\
X(6) &= (x(0) + x(8)) + (x(6) + x(14)) - \{(x(2) + x(10)) \\
&\quad + (x(4) + x(12))\} + c_1\{(x(3) - x(11)) + (x(7) - x(15))\} \\
X(7) &= (x(0) + x(8)) - (x(4) - x(12)) + c_1(x(6) - \\
&\quad x(14)) - c_3\{(x(5) + x(13)) - (x(1) - x(9))\} + c_2\{(x(5) - x(13)) + (x(1) - x(9))\} \\
X(8) &= (x(0) + x(8)) + (x(4) + x(12)) + (x(2) + x(10)) \\
&\quad + (x(6) + x(14)) - (x(1) + x(9)) - (x(5) + x(13)) - \\
&\quad (x(3) + x(11)) - (x(7) + x(15)) \\
X(9) &= (x(0) - x(8)) + (x(4) - x(12)) + c_1(x(2) - x(10)) \\
&\quad + (x(5) + x(13)) - c_3\{(x(3) - x(11)) + (x(7) - x(15))\} + \\
&\quad c_2\{(x(3) - x(11)) - (x(7) - x(15))\} \\
X(10) &= (x(0) + x(8)) - \{(x(4) + x(12)) + (x(6) + x(14)) \\
&\quad - c_1\{(x(1) + x(9)) - (x(5) + x(13))\} \\
X(11) &= (x(0) - x(8)) - (x(4) - x(12)) + c_1(x(6) - x(14)) \\
&\quad + c_1\{(x(3) - x(11)) + (x(7) - x(15))\} + c_2\{(x(3) - x(11)) - \\
&\quad (x(7) - x(15))\} \\
X(12) &= (x(0) + x(8)) + (x(4) + x(12)) + (x(2) + x(10)) \\
&\quad + (x(6) + x(14)) - \{(x(1) + x(9)) + (x(5) + x(13))\} + \\
&\quad (x(3) + x(11)) + (x(7) + x(15)) \\
X(13) &= (x(0) - x(8)) + (x(4) - x(12)) - c_1(x(2) - x(10)) \\
&\quad - c_3\{(x(3) - x(11)) + (x(7) - x(15))\} + c_2\{(x(1) - x(9)) - \\
&\quad (x(5) - x(13))\} \\
X(14) &= (x(0) + x(8)) - (x(4) + x(12)) - (x(2) + x(10)) \\
&\quad + c_1(x(3) + x(11)) - (x(7) + x(15))
\end{align*}
IV. PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY

Here, the DHT of length N=16 point requires 67 additions and 12 multiplications. We have used a different technique called Urdhwa tiryakbhyam of ancient Vedic times for multiplication. This multiplication technique reduces the delay and complexity. It converts multiplication into simple logical AND operation using associated circuits of full, half adders and AND gate. Further, the area is reduced by using various compressors for adding the partial products of multiplication.

V. SIMULATION RESULT

In this paper, we have designed three architectures of DHT transform. First architecture is designed using simple Urdhwa multiplier. In simple Urdhwa multiplier, we have used 4:2 compressor designed by using full adder and half adder i.e. the basic design of 4:2 compressor. Second architecture is designed using modified Urdhwa multiplier. In modified Urdhwa multiplier, we have used 4:2 compressor designed by using XOR gates and multiplexer. Third architecture is designed using modified Urdhwa multiplier. In modified Urdhwa multiplier, we have used 4:2 compressor designed by using XNOR gates and multiplexer.

All three architecture are designed by using Xilinx 14.2i. The simulated results are displayed in table 2. In the simulation results proposed DHT gives the best performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Doru et al. [1]</th>
<th>Modified DHT</th>
<th>Proposed DHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Slices</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>553</td>
<td>548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of input LUTs</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>1032</td>
<td>1029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of bounded IOBs</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum combinational path delay (in ns)</td>
<td>29.62</td>
<td>24.97</td>
<td>21.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I. CONCLUSION

DHT is a new transform used for real value to real value conversion. Urdhwa Triyambakam is an ancient technique for multiplication. DHT is used in various fields such as image processing, space science, scientific applications etc. Delay provided and area required by hardware are the two key factors which are need to be consider. Here we present DHT with 8×8 Urdhwa multiplier by using full adder, OR and XNOR gates in different types of compressors. Among all three compressors, compressor provides the least amount of delay. Also, it takes least number of slices i.e. Occupy least area among all three compressors.

Figure 7: Show the bar graph of 8-bit DHT with word length 16

Figure 8: Output Waveform of 8-bit DHT with word length 16
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